Supplemental Materials S3. Optimized geometries of the four base-phosphate binding patterns found for adenine. Geometry optimizations were carried out at the B3LYP level of theory using the 6-31G** basis set augmented with diffuse functions on phosphorus and the anionic oxygens of the phosphate. The COSMO dielectric continuum method (!=78.4) was applied throughout the calculations. The dotted lines indicate H-bonding contacts between the base and the phosphate. Geometry optimizations were carried out at the B3LYP level of theory using the 6-31G** basis set augmented with diffuse functions on phosphorus and the anionic oxygens of the phosphate. The COSMO dielectric continuum method (!=78.4) was applied throughout the calculations. Optimized geometries of the base-phosphate binding patterns found for guanine. Geometry optimizations were carried out at the B3LYP level of theory using the 6-31G** basis set augmented with diffuse functions on phosphorus and the anionic oxygens of the phosphate. The COSMO dielectric continuum method (!=78.4) was applied throughout the calculations. The dotted lines indicate H-bonding contacts between the base and the phosphate.
Supplemental Materials S6.
Optimized geometries of the three base-phosphate binding patterns found for uracil. Geometry optimizations were carried out at the B3LYP level of theory using the 6-31G** basis set augmented with diffuse functions on phosphorus and the anionic oxygens of the phosphate. The COSMO dielectric continuum method (!=78.4) was applied throughout the calculations. The dotted lines indicate H-bonding contacts between the base and the phosphate. 
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Supplement to Section 2: Mapping the potential energy hypersurface at the optimized minima. The optimized geometry of a model corresponds to a local energy minimum on the potential energy hypersurface of the studied system. However, for non-covalent interactions, including H-bonds, other arrangements belonging to the low-energy potential energy surface can be attained with minor energy penalties besides the geometry of the exact local minimum. To examine the curvature of the potential energy hypersurface near the minimum energy geometries, we carried out one-dimensional potential energy searches along the coordinate representing the distance between the H-bond donor and acceptor atoms for each of two binding modes: the 6BPh interaction of cytosine, to represent nitrogen H-bond donors, and the 2BPh interaction of adenine, to represent carbon H-bond donors. Supplemental Materials S7 reveals that decreasing the Hbond distances causes the total energy to rapidly increase due to the obvious short-range exchange repulsion of the interacting atoms, independently of the type of H-bond donor atom. Shortening the donor-acceptor distance by just 0.5 Å results in about 2 kcal/mol destabilization for both H-bonds. The N-H…O interaction is associated with a visibly shorter optimal donor-acceptor distance, as expected. However, upon elongation of the donor-acceptor distance, the N-H...O(Phosphate) and C-H...O(Phosphate) H-bonds behave differently. The N-H...O(Phosphate) H-bond is more rigid, as an 0.5 Å elongation of this H-bond requires about 2 kcal/mol energy investment. On the contrary, the C-H...O(Phosphate) H-bond is very flexible and the C-O(Phosphate) distance can be elongated with basically no energy penalty. Note that the energy gradient associated with elongation of the donor-acceptor distance can be fairly well assessed in Table 1 , since the interaction energy basically determines the depth of the curve in Supplemental Materials S7. When the donor-acceptor separation increases by ~1Å compared to the minimum, the direct attractive force basically vanishes, as short-range attractive contributions fall out and the electrostatic attraction is eliminated by the solvent screening. This is a common behavior of ionic interactions upon aqueous solvation (1). The results mean that when compressed geometries of BPh interactions are observed in x-ray crystal structures, they can be attributed to uncertainty of the experimental data, given the large energy gradient associated with such a donor-acceptor distance compression. Similar considerations apply to anomalously extended N…O distances in BPh interactions. In fact, molecular dynamics simulation studies indicate that the N…O BPh interactions, once formed, are quite stiff, as expected for strong H-bonds (2). Thus, we expect that N…O type of BPh interactions can attenuate thermal fluctuations of respective RNA structures or motifs that comprise such interactions, so that formation of strong H-bonds between bases and phosphates may immobilize otherwise flexible local backbone segments. Such structuring may be relevant to molecular recognition of such RNA building blocks by proteins or other ligands. However, we also need to consider the competition between direct and water-mediated interactions. This was not investigated in this study, since the actual balance of such interactions may depend on the context of the interaction. On the other hand, the weakest C-H…O BPh interactions can be very flexible, although a more detailed characterization would require carrying out molecular dynamic simulations. Supplemental Materials S8. BPh interactions conserved between E.c. and T.th. rRNA 3D structures mapped on the 2D structure of E.c. 23S rRNA -5' end (3). Red symbols were used to denote the edge used by each base donor (circle for Watson-Crick edge, square for Hoogsteen edge, triangle for Sugar edge and diamond for the Adenine 2BPh which straddles the WC and Sugar edges). The 1BPh interactions that are conserved at the base pair level are marked by red triangles placed between the bases forming the WC base pair. Green circles denote the locations of phosphate acceptors. They are placed on the 5' side of the letter for the corresponding nucleotide.
